Installation Instructions for Curb Mount Skylights

**COMPLETED INSTALLATION**

Notice: This is a reproduction of a Wasco Products drawing and is supplied only for an authorized job. This drawing must not be used for construction or fabrication until signed as checked and issued for construction.
Installation Instructions for Curb Mount Unit Skylights

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS: WASCO SKYLIGHTS ARE DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND NORMAL ELEMENTS OF THE WEATHER. THEY ARE NOT DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND HUMAN IMPACT OR FALLING OBJECTS. THESE SKYLIGHTS SHOULD NOT BE WALKED UPON UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. THE OWNER OR DESIGNER SHOULD RESTRICT ACCESS ONLY TO AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL WHO HAVE BEEN ADEQUATELY CAUTIONED AS TO THE LOCATION OF THE SKYLIGHTS AND INFORMED OF THE WARNING ABOVE, OR SAY OWNER SHOULD PROVIDE PROTECTIVE GUARD RAILS OR SCREENS AROUND THE SKYLIGHT.
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